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A Shepherdly King and a Kingly Shepherd 
 
Anyone following modern politics will know that political leaders have very long lists of 
concerns that occupy their time and effort.  But genuine concern for Average Joe or Jane 
citizen is seldom very high on those lists.  To the average citizen, it often appears as 
though those who are charged with serving the public good, and the individuals who 
comprise that public, most often are more concerned with increasing their power base and 
their personal status, rather than attending to the needs of his or her charges.  Now, of 
course, there are exceptions to this rather cynical view of those in power.  In fact, there 
are many exceptions.  But those aren’t the people whose public profile is powerful 
enough to make it into the media.   
 
Scandals of power abuse are reported daily:  those in power continue to mis-spend public 
money on themselves while regular folks continue to be homeless or cold because they 
can’t pay the heating bill, or they send their kids to school with cheap junk for lunch.  
Scandals of misconduct, usually sexual in nature, continue to abound while children 
continue to be bullied in school.  And the disabled or those who suffer from mental 
illness continue to be bullied the workplace. I could go on.   
 
It doesn’t seem to matter what kind of an economic or governmental system people live 
under, taxes tend to protect the rich, power tends to favour the rich, and action can only 
be taken by the powerful.  Meanwhile the folks lower on the ladder stepped on while 
someone climbs closer to the top and those on the bottom suffer the indignity of whatever 
gets cast off by those higher up the ladder.  Meanwhile oversight, access, and regulation 
for hospitals, schools and the environment continues to be inadequate because it might 
hurt the economy.   If the prophet Ezekiel were around today, I suspect he might have a 
few things to say. 
 
In Ezekiel’s day, Israel’s kings had been charged with providing for, encouraging, and 
increasing the welfare of the people.  It was the king’s job to ensure that none of the 
citizens went hungry or cold or were mistreated.  It was the king’s job to ensure that 
regardless of what sacrifices he might have to make, the people were well cared for and 
given the opportunity to thrive.  The king was never to wield power for its own sake, but 
only and always for the good of the flock.   
 
It isn’t surprising then that the most frequently used image to describe Israel’s king is that 
of the shepherd.  Not as a military leader. Not as a savvy politician. Not as a power 
hungry megalomaniac.  A shepherd.  A shepherd who feeds the sheep, tends them, binds 
up their wounds, leads them to green pastures and clean water. A shepherd who works for 
the good of his flock, strengthening the weak and bringing back those who had become 
lost.  And it isn’t surprising that Ezekiel had a few words to say to those leaders who had 
become fat and strong off of the backs of the sheep they had neglected. 
 
Unfortunately, Israel’s “shepherd” had behaved like the pagan kings of the other nations, 
more concerned with power than they were with justice and righteousness.  They had had 
gone after their own way, had sought their own power, and had abandoned or mistreated 
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the people.  “You eat the fat, you clothe yourselves with the wool, you slaughter the 
fatlings but you don’t feed the sheep. You have not strengthened the weak, bound up the 
wounded, healed the sick or sought the lost… with force and harshness you have ruled 
them” (Ezek 34:3-5). 
 
But God was about to launch a search and rescue mission.  He will raise up a new 
shepherd who will do justice, and correct the wrong that had been done. God will replace 
the neglectful kings with a true shepherdly king who really would care for the flock with 
integrity and compassion (Ezek 34:9-16).  And through this new shepherd king, God 
would restore wholeness to his people.   
 
I. 
Today is Christ the King Sunday in the church year. This is the day that we celebrate that 
God didn’t just send a new king, but he became that king – the only true shepherd king to 
act with justice and restore the people.  In Jesus Christ, God launches a new kind of 
kingdom, ruled by a new kind of King.  In Jesus, God rescues his people and brings them 
back into their inheritance as children of God’s kingdom.  Jesus calls himself the Good 
Shepherd – the one who does seek out the lost sheep and bring them rejoicing home 
(John 10).  He is the Good Shepherd who puts the needs of the flock ahead of his own, 
and in fact, who will lay down his life for the sheep.   
 
God, in Christ, is not like Israel’s other kings, who failed to shepherd the people with 
care, who grew fat and lazy attending to their own desires at the expense of the sheep.  In 
Christ, God became the king who shepherded his people in a way that they could grow, 
thrive, and experience the shalom that fellowship with God in community would bring. 
 
II. 
Not only did God himself become  king in Jesus Christ, but he also demonstrates that 
justice, care, and sacrifice are bound together.  To care for the sheep is to do justice.  It is 
to overturn the structures that cause people and communities to be broken and 
fragmented. It is to remove from the community those who would harm the sheep.  It is 
to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, bind up the wounded, and bring back what was lost.   
 
Doing justice is ultimately to destroy the power of evil that leads to brokenness, hunger, 
pain, and exile.  Doing justice is to remove the barriers that would keep the sheep living 
in pastures where they can grow and thrive into a healthy flock. 
 
And the way that the great King of creation has chosen to do this is to take on the power 
of evil and destroy it through his sacrifice on the cross and resurrection from the dead.  
The shepherd really does lay down his life for the sheep. And in doing so, he removes all 
of the barriers that would keep the sheep from being found in the care of the Good 
Shepherd.  
 
Through the power of resurrection, God rescues his people by overthrowing the powers 
that had kept them enslaved. The resurrection of Jesus seals the point:  all authority on 
heaven and on earth and under the earth is given to him.  In Christ, God is the King of the 
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world!  And not a king who wields power over people and things, but who draws people 
together into a community of shalom, who experience and enjoy the fellowship with God 
that God had always intended for them. 
 
III. 
 
Finally, Christ the Good Shepherd, calls and creates a community of people (the church) 
to be his royal subjects – a royal priesthood: the active agency and activity of God in the 
world.  The shepherd king rescues his people so that he can work through them.    Paul 
reminds the church that its identity is rooted in the fact that it is a community full of the 
Spirit of Christ, empowered by the resurrection, and blessed with power and wisdom. 
 

20God put this power to work in Christ when he raised him from the 
dead and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly places, 21 far 
above all rule and authority and power and dominion, and above every 
name that is named, not only in this age but also in the age to come. 
22 And he has put all things under his feet and has made him the head 
over all things for the church, 23 which is his body, the fullness of him 
who fills all in all. (Eph 1:20-23) 

 
Our relationship with Christ and his kingship isn’t like Canada’s relationship to the 
Queen of England. Here in Canada, the Queen is technically our ruler, but we function 
independently.  We might give an occasional nod to the Queen, but she and the institution 
of the monarchy doesn’t really have much to do with our every day lives. 
 
Not so with Christ the King.  Christ is the fully functional, tangible, and real King over 
every part of our lives: in the church, in our families, in our work, in the deepest most 
secret parts inside ourselves.  He is the actual head of the church.  Not just someone we 
tip our hats to on special occasions, but someone who inspires us to live as loyal and 
loving subjects.  
 
By His Spirit, Christ has equipped the church to be the active agency and activity of God 
in the world. As such, it takes on the work of the king, and continues to demonstrate the 
activity of the shepherd in the world: we do His kingly work of justice by ensuring that 
those who would use power to oppress aren’t allowed to, and we do His shepherdly work 
of care by seeking out the lost, binding up the lame, feeding the hungry, caring for the 
poor, and comforting the weak.   The church isn’t a spectator.  
 
But we also recognize that the kingdom work that we participate in is also work of 
sacrifice.  Like the Good Shepherd who has laid down his life for us, so we too lay down 
our lives for others.  We put our own agendas for self-fulfillment and desires for self 
power aside so that more and more of the world can truly reflect communities of the 
kingdom. 
 
Jesus’ words to his disciples are words for the church today to hear.  In Matthew’s 
gospel, Jesus’ disciples are reminded to take their job as shepherds seriously. Respond to 
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the needs that are right in front of us: feed people, give them water, help them get good 
medical and dental care, visit and console those who are sick or in prison.   
 
This work will of necessity involve persecution, being picked on, and will inevitably 
involve a measure of personal sacrifice.  But subjects who are convicted of the character 
of the king – a king who loves the people, cares for the people, leads the people to 
pastures of nourishment and rest so that they can flourish – subjects who are loved by 
such a king will naturally, willingly, joyfully, enthusiastically, and sacrificially serve him, 
and demonstrate their loyalty by doing the good work that he calls and equips them to do. 
 
Over the last couple of years I have witnessed how Christ is King in this place and among 
this/you people.  Here the hungry of our city are fed.  Here the people who are lost find a 
place of belonging. Here people give up their time to create beauty in a world that can be 
ugly at times.  Here people lift up one another in prayer. Here people visit and console 
those who are sick or who grieve.  Here, those whose age or mobility prohibit them from 
being a part of a community of love and wholeness can experience fellowship with the 
community of the Good Shepherd. 
 
Christ the King Sunday is the last Sunday of the Christian year. It is the “New Year’s 
Eve” of the Christian Calendar.  Next week Advent begins – a new beginning as we 
anticipate the presence and the returning of God in our midst.  But there is no need to 
wait until the “other” New Year to start a new life under the Lordship and reign of Christ.  
Today, think about how your life can reflect and embody Christ’s in-breaking kingdom 
now – a kingdom where evil and its powers are defeated, a kingdom where the King rules 
with compassion, justice, care and sacrifice, and where the King’s royal subjects (the 
church) embody his reign in the world in the power of his Spirit.  And think about how 
we can make the reign of Christ in our lives and in the world more possible for our 
neighbours – where the reign of a kingly Shepherd who does justice and the reign of a 
shepherdly King creates communities of restoration and reconciliation.  Jesus is Lord! 
Thanks be to God. 
 


